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WALK WHATEVER THE WEATHER ?
Quoting from our ’Discovering Sussex’ walks programme the notes
state “The walks take place whatever the weather”. But can we ever justify cancelling a walk because of bad weather? Should we cancel a walk
when it seems the weather gods are completely against us?
These are the questions I had to ask myself recently and having made
the decision that day to cancel the walk, I asked myself later that day
whether it was the correct decision to make.
It was Sunday 26th July (Yes, mid-Summer!) and a 8 mile walk was
scheduled to start from Stanmer Park and venture up onto the Downs
and over Ditchling Beacon, one of the highest and most exposed hills
on the South Downs. It was promoted as a similar walk to one we had
run 9 months earlier when we walked a shorter distance from the same
starting point and up to Ditchling and when we were confronted with
the thickest mist and fog and saw nothing for the entire walk. Surely a
walk in mid-Summer would provide us with the great views we know
exist up there on the Beacon?
However the forecast had looked bad all week leading up to that Sunday. On the day it was forecast that heavy rain would arrive about 9am.
They were right. Heavy rain fell from the heavens as predicted and it
looked like a bad day ahead.
Sitting in the car with Cathy and Don the rain hammered down onto the
windscreen as we looked out across an empty car park. Ten minutes to
go and no one had arrived to accept the challenge.
Then a car appeared! But the occupants, two regular walkers (no
names), refused to get out. They looked across at us but no words
were required, they drove back out of the car park and went home.
Two more cars appeared, it was nearly ten o’clock, four walkers looked
across at me. Were they looking for a decision? I had to make one and
quickly.
Just winding down the window to talk car to car was impossible without
getting drenched from the lashing rain.
Right, decision made, rightly or wrongly, no one deserves to go walking in that weather. The walk was off…….cancelled.
There was no objections to the decision, almost a sense of expectation
and relief.
But what do you do when a Sunday walk is cancelled, where do you go?
Well we went to the Wayfield Farm café and warmed up with a mug of
coffee and a wonderful full English breakfast!
But calling off the advertised walk did make me wonder whether the
correct decision had been made. Should we have ploughed on up to
Ditchling Beacon in full wet-weather gear, hoods up, not speaking and
getting very wet?
On reflection I stand by my decision and if presented with the same set
of circumstances I would again suggest to walkers turning up that
there are occasions when you need to use a little common sense. After
all I walk for pleasure and getting half-drowned is not pleasurable.

Terry (October 2015)
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‘DISCOVERING SUSSEX’

With the new Discovering Sussex walking programme now available what can you expect from the programme in
the months ahead? Well for a start there is the usual spread of great walks across West and East Sussex and I
hope we have managed to find some new areas to explore.
One other thing you may well have noticed is what appears to be an influx of new Leaders. Well they are not
really new, you know them all. We have invited Sonia, Jenny and Don to put forward a walk over the next six
months and so you will see them at the front for a change.
We will have some paper copies of the programme with us on the forthcoming walks but they come with a small
charge (£1). See the back page for the walks ‘at a glance’.
Geoffrey Mead’s Strolls
Geoffrey Mead is well known across Sussex for his local knowledge
and is often called upon by the media to comment on different areas
of local history and he lectures at Sussex University on the subject.
Since we started to put together the Discovering Sussex programme
way back in 2009 we have always included each month a walk lead
by Geoffrey Mead. Many of you will not know Geoffrey and so probably have not yet ventured out on one of his walks. For some the
walks may seem a little short in distance. I can promise you that lack
of miles is easily compensated with the amount of fascinating local
information and history Geoffrey imparts during all his walks. You
may think you know an area or town well but I can guarantee 3 or 4
miles around Lewes, Shoreham Harbour or Brighton Laines or seafront will result in you getting to know that area so much better.
These walks are worth going on, just ask around and speak to someone who has been out with Geoffrey.
Get back out with us soon///.
We are all aware that there are several of our friends who we have
walked with over the years who are currently ‘out of action’ and unable to join us as we, the lucky ones, continue to walk the paths of
Sussex.
You are all missed and talked about. We do think about you and look
forward to the day when you can once again join us.
So a speedy recovery back to fitness to you all and don’t forget you
can always come and say ‘hello’ at or after our Christmas walks (see
the new Discovering Sussex programme for details)A...it’ll be good
to see you.
NEWTIMBER CHURCH EVENT
On Saturday 17th October Chris Hare and Friends will
present an evening of Sussex Folk Songs between 7pm
and 9pm at Newtimber Church in aid of church funds.
For more info contact shirleymurrell@btinternet.com
We rest awhile outside West Burton Church
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SOUTH DOWNS WAY 2016
================
Although its not quite time to book
your place on this event, planning
is already underway for the 2016
South Downs Way annual walk.
The 9 day walk will undertake the
west to east, Winchester to Eastbourne route and will take place
between Friday 10th and Saturday
18th June.
There may again be the chance to
walk just 7 days covering the original ’Sussex’ only S.D.W. but a decision has yet to be made on this
and it really does depend upon
how popular the idea is and being
able to make the numbers work in
relation to the coach transport arrangements.
Whatever is decided I can guarantee it will once again be a great
walk and a wonderful event to be
involved with.
Footprints of Sussex will be taking bookings in the New Year.

SUSSEX OUSE
I have been asked to pass on a big thanks
from the Committee members of the Sussex
Ouse Restoration Trust to those of you who
signed up as members during the 10 year Anniversary walk of the Sussex Ouse Valley Way
in April this year. Your membership and kind
donation means a lot and goes towards the
continued restoration of the lock down at Isfield. When we visited the lock on day three of
the walk you may recall that there was still a
great hole on the lock chamber wall and you
could be forgiven for thinking that there was
still much to do. Well there is still a lot to do but
I can now report that the rebuilding of the
chamber wall has been completed, the area
surrounding the lock landscaped and the
newly-sown grass seed has benefitted from the
recent rains. Its looking a whole lot different.
Thank you, you know who you are, and I hope
you continue to support our project as we restore these wonderful and important structures
from our industrial past.

THE TUNBRIDGE WELLS CIRCULAR WALK
Over the weekend of the 12th and 13th of September we organised the walking of a lesser-known long distance footpath, the Tunbridge Wells Circular Walk, formerly known as the High Weald Walk. As the title suggests the route circumnavigates the town of Tunbridge Wells and is officially 27.5 miles in length. Over the
weekend about 40 of us walked 24 miles of the route. We had to cut the distance down to a manageable two
day mileage and as it turned out our hands would have been forced to do so anyway due to the extensive road
works taking place on the A21 necessitating the temporary closure of many local footpaths. Additionally our
attempts to recce a section of the route were thwarted due to overgrown and impenetrable footpaths in parts of
West Kent. After spending a fortune on taxis, dressing our thorn-slashed arms and legs and trying to remove
the blood stains from our clothing, the County Rights of Way Officer was, I am afraid, on the receiving end of a
‘Mr Angry’ telephone call! However the weekend of the walk went without a hitch and we encountered no
problems with the route.
The weekend started at Eridge on the Kent / Sussex border. We visited The Huntsman public house before the
walk, not for a beer it was far too early, but for tea and coffees and for many, a tasty bacon bap. The morning
took us past Harrison’s Rocks, a wonderful sandstone outcrop much used by climbers, and into Groombridge
after passing the restored Spa Valley railway, where we were greeted by one of the restored trains. The River
Grom and the Kent/Sussex border were crossed in the village before we paused a while by Groombridge
Place, a wonderful moated 17th century manor house. Ascending out of the valley we were into open farmland
and ancient woodland. Lunch was taken in bright sunshine by woodland close to the small hamlet of Bullingstone.
The highlight of the afternoon was awaiting in the beautiful village of Speldhurst. The village boasts the George
& Dragon pub which dates back to the 18th century, a manor house with connections with Robert BadenPowell and a church, St Mary’s, which although only built in the 1870’s lays claim to some of the finest stained
glass windows. These were brought to life by local historian Shirley Bartlett who gave us a guided tour and talk
on the windows designed by William Morris and Edward Burne-Jones.
The walk that day finished on Southborough Common and village green where we were able to enjoy a refreshing drink in one of the pubs or just relax in the sunshine before our journey home.
Day Two began with a walk through Somerhill Park, an 18th century park that surrounds Somerhill, now home
to three private schools. The route through the park included a section through an interesting ’sunken path’
which was installed to allow workers on the estate to move about the gardens out of view of the main house.
We arrived at Pembury village green for an early lunch stop and were threatened with some rain but it never
materialised.

The afternoon route took us across some remote country passing through the occasional farm before arriving
in the beautiful village of Frant. There we paused for a break and that gave us time to visit the interesting and
historic church and for some a chance to pop into the local pub, apparently to use the facilities? The remainder
of the long day was spent walking through Eridge Park where deer were spotted by some.
We arrived at The Huntsman again at 4-30 and after locating our bar (the ’Members Bar’ in the basement) we
were treated to unlimited tea and coffee and a wonderful spread of ham, cheese, home made chutney and
mountains of bread. It was then a case of help yourself or make your own ploughman’s lunch up. No one went
hungry. We eventually left the pub at about 6 and headed for home. But not before the result of the weekend
quiz was announced, where Lin Bridgman walked away with the prize, a gift voucher for Mountain Warehouse.
All in all a very good weekend of walking through countryside previously little known by any of us. .
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Sussex Ouse Valley Way in a Day!!
I recently had a series of emails from Andy Hoskins, not someone I had come across before. He
wanted to know if anyone had attempted to walk the S O V W in a single day. My reply was that to
my knowledge no one had been mad enough to try!
Anyway a few weeks went by and then about three weeks ago he was back in touch to say he had
achieved this feat. I repeated my initial reaction but of course added my congratulations.
He had left Lower Beeding at 5-30am, stopped for lunch at The Anchor (the 26 miles point) and
made Seaford Bay at 7-15pm. All 42 miles covered in under 14 hours!
His only complaint was that the heavy rain that had fallen during the preceding week had made the
going tough in parts.
I can assure you all that Per-Rambulations will not be offering a similar walk anytime in the future!
Facebook?
Earlier in the year I was persuaded that PerRambulations should try to catch up with the social
media 21st century world and open a Facebook account in our name. The call came at the same time
that I was persuaded that I should also have my own
personal account.
Well some of you out there may have caught up with
our Facebook account and become ’a friend’ but may
have been disappointed with the lack of upkeep and
information on the account. I accept complete responsibility for this and fully admit I have not taken to this
social-media thing as I should. I think it is an age
thing?
However I also believe what I originally said when the
idea was presented to me, which was that I felt that a
greater percentage of our walkers were not on Facebook and had not taken this communication means to
their hearts as perhaps many others had.
Judging by the responses to date I stand by my original feelings.
But it would be interesting to hear what you think.
Should I try harder and work on our Facebook page?
By the way I do not use my personal Facebook account either, well only to keep up with what my grandchildren are up to and to see the latest photographs
they post on the site. I am afraid they or anybody else
do not get any communication from me. I am an observer only!
Let me know what you think, I believe you can even do
that on Facebook?

Lunch in the sunshine & walking thro Groombridge Place

Per-Rambulations and Footprints at a Glance
11th October—Petworth & Lodsworth
25th October— Handcross (SOVW)
1st November—Whiteways
8th November—Ashdown Forest (Airman’s Grave)
22nd November—Bignor Hill
13th December—Kingston & Lewes
20th December—Per-Rambulations Xmas walk
27th December—Footprints Christmas walk
10th January—Burpham
24th January—Lewes & Blackcap
7th February—Dover
21st February—Wayfield Farm eastern Downs
13th March—Arun Valley & the train
20th March—The Chantry & Long Furlong
Per-Rambulations
The Gate House, 25 Warnham Road, Goring By Sea,
West Sussex, BN12 4LL
t:01903-246339 e:larkshill@btinternet.com. www.per-rambulations.co.uk
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